Where Does My Enrollment Go?

Now that some studies have both a skeletal study and a calendar created by CRAO’s team of billing calendar preparers study teams have asked us to which MBECT protocol they should enroll their subjects? Or if there are multiple study arms where should their subjects go?

The short answer is that it doesn’t matter. When the enrollment report is generated out of MBECT the fields that are being used are:

- subject status
- subject MRN (Master ID)
- enrollment date
- disenrollment date
- HUM number

Short title isn’t important right now so as long as you are using the right MRN and HUM number your subjects’ charges should be routed correctly!

Does My Legacy Study Need a Billing Calendar?

Legacy studies from prior to 2006 sometimes still need a billing calendar!

You need a calendar if your study:

- Is actively recruiting new subjects
- Is enrolling new subjects
- Has reported a billing issue

Remember that your MBECT billing calendar is a key piece needed to appropriately adjudicate charges in MiChart. This keeps patients happy and keeps us compliant!

As always, we appreciate any form of feedback and would love to have your thoughts about how this style of communication works for you. Do you have topics you’d like addressed? Let us know! You can always contact our help desk at MBECT-Help@umich.edu or by calling 734-764-KNOW (5669).